PROJECT SUMMARY | 2018

Eliminating shafts and optimizing
construction schedule in Washington DC

AT A GLANCE
Bradshaw construction Corp. was performing the works for
DC Water’s Oregon Avenue NW Sewer Rehabilitation project,
which comprises about 4300 ft (1311 m) of 24” PVC sewer pipe
with designed installation methods using 2700 ft of microtunneled steel casings as well as 1600 ft of open cut construction.
The western portion along Bingham Drive NW consisted of 4 short and straight microtunnels to stay within
the ROW. Two of the shafts were designed in the middle of the road, blocking access to the eastern open
cut section and making simultaneous work impossible.

Project name

Oregon Avenue NW Sewer Rehabilitation

Project location

Washington DC, USA

Time of completion

Feb. 2018

Specialties

Contractor’s value engineering
S-Curve in rock, National Park Area

Total length

128 m / 420 ft

Pipe ID

1219 mm / 48 in

Pipe OD

1524 mm / 60 in

Alignment

S-curve

Bradshaw approached Jackcontrol AG to redesign the
alignment to eliminate those two shafts by implementing
an S-curve and combining three drives to one. Bradshaw
got this proposal approved by the owner, including the
change from steel to RCP casing to facilitate the curves.

Min. curve radius

190 m / 625 ft

Pipe material

reinforced concrete

Pipe length

3.05 m / 10 ft

Geology &
groundwater

Weak rock, partly decomposed.
Little groundwater, low permeability

The microtunnel works started on January 9th and finished on February 5th. Measured and monitored by the
Jackcontrol real time monitoring system, the jacking forces as well as force eccentricities were low and the structural integrity of the pipes was never compromised.

Hydraulic Joint

JC250 / single loop. Admissible
jacking force 6000 kN

Guidance system

VMT SLS Microtunneling LT

TBM

Herrenknecht AVN1200

Owner

DC Water

“I had expected much higher jacking forces in the curve, but the
Hydraulic Joint did an amazing job in keeping them low.” said
AJ Haverly, Bradshaw’s MTBM operator, who, with his accurate
operation of the TBM, did his important part for a smooth drive.
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Consultant / Designer JMT Johnson,
Mirmiran & Thompson
Contractor

Bradshaw Construction Corp.

Pipe manufacturer

Vanini Pipe, Inc.

